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WE ARE IN AN ERA OF MASS INCARCERATION
The prison population exploded starting in the 1970s

We have the highest incarceration rate in the world

We have 4% of the world’s population and 22% of its prisoners
Source: Mass incarceration in America, explained in 22 maps and charts, www.vox.com/2015/7/13/8913297/mass-incarceration-maps-charts, 10/11/16.

THERE ARE HUGE RACIAL DISPARITIES

Left chart: Mass incarceration in America, explained in 22 maps and charts, www.vox.com/2015/7/13/8913297/mass-incarceration-maps-charts, 10/11/16.
Right chart: A More Just New York City, Independent Commission on NYC Criminal Justice and Incarceration Reform.

THIS YEAR, GOV. CUOMO HAS PROPOSED A CRIMINAL
JUSTICE REFORM PACKAGE WITH FIVE MAJOR ELEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Bail reform
Speedy trial
Discovery reform
Civil asset forfeiture reform
Reentry reform

The first three are the most impactful.

OF THE BIG THREE, WE ARE FOCUSED ON BAIL REFORM
• The Governor’s bail reform proposals are more closely aligned
with our views
– We have significant concerns about his speedy trial and
discovery reform proposals

• We believe that bail reform has the greatest likelihood of
passing

WHAT IS BAIL?
• According to the American Bar Association:
“Bail is the amount of money defendants must post to be released
from custody until their trial. Bail is not a fine. It is not supposed to
be used as punishment. The purpose of bail is simply to ensure that
defendants will appear for trial and all pretrial hearings for which
they must be present.”

• Sounds reasonable, right?

IN PRACTICE, THE BAIL SYSTEM IS HIGHLY UNJUST
•
•

•
•
•

It imprisons people who have not been convicted (and are therefore presumed
innocent) for the crime of being poor
Of the ~450,000 people jailed while awaiting trial on any given day nationwide,
nearly all of them are imprisoned because they can’t make bail
Even when bail is very low – $500 or less – 54% of defendants in NY can’t afford to
pay and therefore go to jail
It can take many months, even years for a case to come to trial, resulting in the
imprisonment of tens of thousands of defendants (like Kalief Browder) solely
because they are poor
When faced with an indefinite period of imprisonment, especially in a horrific
place like Rikers Island, many defendants will accept an onerous plea deal – or
even plead guilty to crimes they didn’t commit

SOMEONE WHO CAN AFFORD TO BUY THEIR
FREEDOM HAS HUGE ADVANTAGES
•

•

“People at liberty can help with their defense; they can go to work, go to school,
attend a drug rehabilitation program or enroll in psychological counselling, all of
which can show the judge there is no need to punish harshly; they appear in court
showered and groomed, in their own clothes, not jail uniforms.”
“People who cannot afford bail have none of these advantages. They have barriers
communicating with their lawyers; cannot help locate witnesses and evidence;
cannot participate in programs to improve themselves and make themselves look
better in the court’s eyes; and cannot earn money. They sit in jail, surrounded by
misery, feeling stress about the case, unable to get calm advice from family and
friends. They cannot sleep well. They will look like criminals when they appear in
court, shackled or behind a glass partition. Many judges are likely to see them as
just another defendant to process.”

Source: Not in it for Justice, Human Rights Watch, 4/11/17.

SO WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIONS TO BAIL REFORM?
• Fear of more crime
– The more people out on bail, the greater the likelihood that one of
them might commit a crime

• Fear of court congestion
– Defendants who can’t make bail and are jailed are more likely to
accept a plea deal
– The system is already highly congested and, if more defendants
demanded their day in court, could become overwhelmed
– A difficult trade-off: Pretrial detention allows courts to process cases
more quickly, but may distort justice by coercing guilty pleas

NEEDLESSLY JAILING LOW-RISK DEFENDANTS
LEADS TO MORE CRIME, NOT LESS
• Low-risk defendants held 2-3 days are nearly 40% more likely
to commit a crime before trial than equivalent defendants
held 24 hours or less
• Low-risk defendants held 8-14 days are 51% more likely to
commit another crime within two years after their cases than
equivalent defendants held 24 hours or less

Source: Arnold Foundation, The Hidden Costs of Pretrial Detention, 11/13.

BUT AREN’T THESE DEFENDANTS ALL GUILTY?
• In New York, 50% of those charged with misdemeanors are
never convicted
• 40% of those charged with felonies are never convicted
• In other words, nearly half of people in New York’s jails are
either innocent or there is insufficient evidence to convict
them (or persuade them to take a plea deal, even with the
coercive effects of being jailed)

Source: Vera Institute of Justice, Empire State of Incarceration.

BAIL IN NEW YORK STATE
• On any given day, 25,000 New Yorkers are detained in local
jails
• Nearly 70% of them – 17,500 people – are in jail pretrial
– 90% of them are there because they couldn’t afford to pay cash bail
– 77% of prisoners on Rikers Island are there pretrial

IN NEW YORK STATE, FOR EVERY PERSON WHO
MAKES BAIL, TWO DON’T
Remanded
6,400
(2%)

Bail not paid

Released

57,200
(21%)

Bail paid

28,300
(10%)

178,200
(66%)

• Of 270,000 arraignments in NYS
in 2016, 66% resulted in the
defendant being released
pretrial, 31% resulted in bail
being set, and only 2.4% were
remanded
– Only 1/3 of those offered bail
were able to pay it

Note: All arraignments in NYS in 2016, excluding town and village courts
Source: NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York State Bar Association 2018 Annual Meeting, 1/24/18.

OF THE 57,200 PEOPLE JAILED FOR FAILING TO PAY BAIL, 79% ARE FOR
MISDEMEANORS AND NON-VIOLENT FELONIES AND 76% ARE MINORITIES
45,000 DEFENDANTS WOULD BE COVERED UNDER THE GOVERNOR’S PROPOSAL
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Source: NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York State Bar Association 2018 Annual Meeting, 1/24/18.

This isn’t just a
NYC problem:
Three out of
five New
Yorkers in jail
on any given
day are held in
facilities in the
57 counties
outside New
York City.

FEW CHARGED WITH MISDEMEANORS IN NYS ARE JAILED,
BUT THERE ARE WIDE VARIATIONS ACROSS THE STATE
Remanded
Bail not paid
Bail
paid

1,100
26,500 (1%)
(14%)

Released

15,050
(8%)
155,550
(78%)

Sources: NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York State Bar Association 2018 Annual Meeting, 1/24/18.
Vera Institute of Justice, Empire State of Incarceration.

• In Clinton County, nine
out of 10 people in jail
are there on
misdemeanor charges.
• In NYC, by contrast,
only one out of 10
people in jail are there
on misdemeanor
charges even though
misdemeanors make
up two-thirds of all
arrests in the city.

EVEN A FEW DAYS IN JAIL CAN HAVE
DEVASTATING CONSEQUENCES
• Sexual and other physical assaults are most common in the
first three days in jail
• Almost half of deaths in jail, including suicides, happen the
first week in jail
• Loss of employment, child custody, shelter housing, and other
basic needs
• Things only get worse the longer someone is in jail
– For example, Kalief Browder

NEEDLESSLY JAILING LOW-RISK DEFENDANTS IS
ENORMOUSLY EXPENSIVE
• “The cost of jailing someone New York City has ballooned to
nearly $250,000 a year, roughly the cost of a four-year Ivy
League degree.”
-- Former NYS Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman
• In 2016, NYC taxpayers (that’s us!) paid $116 million to keep
people in City jails who couldn’t afford to pay bail.
-- NYC Independent Budget Office

BAIL IS UNNECESSARY, AS ALMOST ALL
DEFENDANTS RETURN TO COURT
• 86% of all misdemeanor defendants in NYC who were
released without bail returned to court on time
– 93% returned within a month (after follow up)

• 89% of all felony defendants returned to court
– 96% returned within a month (after follow up)

• Failing to appear  open criminal warrant
– No-one will hire them and they could be arrested at any
moment
– This is worse than forfeiting bail money

THERE ARE BETTER WAYS THAN BAIL TO MAKE
SURE DEFENDANTS APPEAR IN COURT
• The most common reasons for failing to appear are:
–
–
–
–
–

Didn’t get the notice
Forgot
Don’t have child care
Have to work
Can’t afford transportation

• There are proven ways to address this problem:
– Text and phone call reminders
– Free child care
– Free MetroCard

U.S. CONSTITUTION
THE BILL OF RIGHTS

“Excessive bail shall not be required”
•

(U.S. Constitution, Eighth Amendment)

CURRENT LAW
BAIL OR RANSOM?

• Judges should impose bail where needed to “secure
attendance”
• And consider “financial resources” before imposing bail…
• In practice, they routinely impose cash bail or bail bond with
little or no regard for the defendant’s ability to pay

GOV. CUOMO’S BAIL REFORM PROPOSAL
• Bans bail for people accused of
most misdemeanors &
nonviolent felonies
• An effort to balance liberty and
public safety

WHAT’S NEW IN THE PROPOSAL?
Liberty
Bans bail for people
accused of most minor
and nonviolent offenses
• Released “on their own” or
• Released with “least restrictive”
conditions and/or supervision
• Speedy trial provision

WHAT’S NEW IN THE PROPOSAL?
Liberty

Public Safety

Bans bail for people
accused of most minor
and nonviolent offenses

Pretrial detention or bail
possible for people accused of:

• Released “on their own” or
• Released with “least restrictive”
conditions and/or supervision
• Speedy trial provision

•

•
•

Violent crimes, domestic violence, witness
intimidation, possession or sale of
specified illegal drugs/amounts
Any offense while on release for earlier
accusation
Any “willful failure to appear” in court

WHAT’S NEW IN THE PROPOSAL?
Liberty

Public Safety

Bans bail for people
accused of most minor
and nonviolent offenses

Pretrial detention or bail
possible for people accused of:

• Released “on their own” or
• Released with “least restrictive”
conditions and/or supervision
• Speedy trial provision

•

•
•

Violent crimes, domestic violence, witness
intimidation, possession or sale of
specified illegal drugs/amounts
Any offense while on release for earlier
accusation
Any “willful failure to appear” in court

PRE-TRIAL DETENTION HEARINGS
• If the prosecutor asks for pretrial detention, he/she must
prove:
– High risk of flight
OR
– Threat of physical danger to identifiable person(s)
AND
– No alternatives to detention

• “Rebuttable presumption” that certain serious felonies
threaten public safety

PRE-TRIAL DETENTION HEARINGS
•
•
•
•

Within five working days after prosecutor’s request
Evidence
Defense counsel
Written decision with facts and reasons for any detention

HOW CAN WE HELP?
Support

Ban on bail for
people accused of
nonviolent crimes
and misdemeanors

Seek to
Ensure

No preventive
detention for any
offenses where
bail is banned

Speedy trial
protections in
current law

Seek to
Remove

Electronic
monitoring costs
chargeable to any
defendant

OUR GOALS
1. Act to make the bill better
2. Work to get the better bill enacted
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Broad Strategy
Lobby Day in Albany – in person appeal
to legislators

Phone calls (and emails) – elected officials hear
from you
March action – partner with CBE for a public action

PRECISION STRATEGY - “Big 4” meetings
Small meetings build on relationships

Gov. Andrew Cuomo

Sen. John Flanagan
Majority Leader

Assemblyman Carl Heastie
Speaker of Assembly

Sen. Jeff Klein
Ind. Dem. Conf. Leader

PRECISION STRATEGY – Upstate Action
Goal: Help our peers in key districts act on home legislators
Impact: Central Synagogues is just 1 of over 100 NYS Reform congregations
Tactics:
1. Host in-district meetings (with support / training from our team)
2. Join us in Albany for lobby day
3. Organize themselves to call local legislators
Action: Let us know your network! Sign up to work with COLT team

KEY NY STATE SENATE DISTRICTS

NYS-2 John J. Flanagan – Majority Leader
Communities (partial)
Congregations
Commack
Dix Hills
Temple Isaiah, Mt. Sinai
East Northport
East Setauket
Temple Beth Torah, Melville
Farmingville
Greenlawn
Hauppauge
Huntington / Station
Lake Grove
Melville
Northport
Port Jefferson Station
Port Jefferson
Ronkonkoma
Smithtown
Stony Brook

NYS-24 Andrew Lanza – Rules Comte. Chair
Community
Southern Staten Island

Congregation

Temple Israel, Staten Island

NYS-50 John DeFrancisco– Dep. Maj. Leader
Communities (partial)
Greater Syracuse
Baldwinsville
Elbridge
Fairmount
Fayetteville
Jamesville
Mandana
Meridian
Village Green

Congregation

Temple Concord, Syracuse
(in Sen. Valesky’s district,
urban congregation –
likely members live in NYS-50)

NYS-59 Patrick M. Gallivan
Communities (partial)
Greater Buffalo and
Rochester
Erie
Wyoming
Lancaster
West Seneca
Warsaw
Geneseo
Henrietta
Includes:
SUNY Geneseo
RIT

Congregations
Abuts Sen. Catherine Young’s
District, Temple Hesed
Abraham, Jamestown

NYS-5 Carl L. Marcellino
Communities (partial)
Huntington
Jericho
Oyster Bay
Glen Cove

Congregations
North Shore Synagogue, Syosset

North Country Reform Temple – Ner
Tamid, Glen Cove
Temple Beth David, Commack

Temple Beth El of Huntington, Huntington
Temple Chaverim, Plainview
Larchmont Temple, Larchmont
(Rabbi only in district)

NYS-56 Joseph E. Robach
Communities (partial)
Rochester
U of Rochester
Hamlin
Clarkson
Gates
Brighton
Hamlin
Parma

Congregations
Temple B’rith Kodesh, Rochester

Temple Sinai, Rochester

CENTRAL IN ACTION
QUESTIONS, SIGN-UP, CLOSING

APPENDIX

LAST YEAR WE ENGAGED IN THE RAISE THE AGE CAMPAIGN
• A year ago, we joined a coalition around the Raise the Age
campaign
• We had a major impact
–
–
–
–

Hosted the governor for a major event in our sanctuary
Met with Sen. Jeff Klein twice
Dozens of congregants went to Albany for a lobby day
Many more made hundreds of phone calls

• After nearly a decade of effort, the legislation finally passed

HOW THE SYSTEM REALLY WORKS

EXCERPT FROM “THE FAILURE OF NEW YORK’S BAIL LAW”, The Atlantic, 11/24/17
“Spend even a little time in Kings County Criminal Court, and a pattern to the
proceedings quickly emerges. A person recently arrested in Brooklyn is brought before a
judge to be arraigned. An assistant district attorney asks the judge to set bail. The judge,
without asking whether the defendant can afford the payment, offers him two
unworkable choices: Post the full amount of bail now or pay a visit to the bail
bondsman, an expensive proposition.
Most are forced to default to a third option: Unable to put up the cash, the defendant is
left to spend weeks and months—in some cases, even years—at the widely condemned
jail complex on Rikers Island. There, the defendant awaits trial as one of more than
7,000 inmates—about three-quarters of New York City’s jail population—convicted of
no crime and detained only because they can’t buy their freedom. The whole
arraignment takes no more than a few minutes, and then it’s on to the next one.”

THERE ARE HUGE RACIAL DISPARITIES IN BOTH
ARRESTS AND SENTENCES FOR THE SAME CRIMES
Black people are much
more likely to be arrested
for drugs, even though
they're not more likely to
use or sell them.

Black defendants generally receive longer sentences than their white counterparts for the same crime. As the right chart
above demonstrates, this has been consistently true for drug trafficking – and a 2012 report from US Sentencing Commission
found it to be true for other types of crimes, as well.

THERE’S NO EVIDENCE THAT INCREASED
INCARCERATION SINCE 2000 HAS REDUCED CRIME
“There is little to no evidence that increased incarceration between 2000 and 2015 had any impact on reducing
crime. In fact, a great number of states during that time period reduced both crime and incarceration rates
simultaneously. [NYS reduced incarceration by 30% (only NJ was higher), yet crime fell by more than 20%.]
A Vera Institute report highlighted 19 states that have reduced their prison populations while simultaneously
decreasing crime. This includes states from across the political, geographic and economic spectrum — from
deep-red Southern and Western states such as Utah and Mississippi to liberal states along the East Coast such
as Connecticut and New York.
What does this mean? That a great majority of the reductions in crime rates since the 1990s can be explained
by factors other than incarceration, such as an aging population, increased wages, increased employment,
increased graduation rates, increased consumer confidence, increased law enforcement personnel and changes
in policing strategies.
In some instances, higher incarceration rates could lead to increased crime rates, especially in neighborhoods
with high rates of imprisonment. As large numbers of community members are removed from a neighborhood,
the breakdown in social, family and economic bonds can have a significant impact on community health and
vitality. In other words, locking people up fractures families and limits economic opportunity, which in turn can
lead to increased crime.”
Source: The Incarceration Myth, Jim Parsons, Vera Institute, USA Today, 1/30/18.

THOSE WHO ARE FREE PRETRIAL ARE FAR LESS LIKELY
TO BE CONVICTED OR ACCEPT A PLEA DEAL
• “In New York City, those held in jail throughout the pretrial
period had a conviction rate 10 percentage points higher in
misdemeanor cases and 27 percentage points higher in felony
cases compared to similar defendants not held pretrial.”

Source: A More Just New York City, Independent Commission on NYC Criminal Justice and Incarceration Reform.

THE FOR-PROFIT BAIL BONDSMAN SYSTEM CAN BE
USURIOUS AND EVEN PREDATORY
• Many of those who do make bail only do so by paying
commercial bail bondsmen, whose fees can be usurious
– For cases in which bail is set at $1,000 or more, commercial bonds
account for 1 in 5 releases
– In 2016, people paid an estimated $14-$20 million to for-profit bail
bond companies in NYC, not including illegal fees or withheld collateral
(sometimes they just keep it)

